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Enzo began reading anthroposophy in 1976 and began active work with biodynamics 
in 1977. He found that seeds were not responding well to treatment so he studied the 
agriculture course again and found he still couldn’t get much from it. He now has 
some understanding having read it 200 times. He has studied anthroposophy between 
times. The goal has been to ground this knowledge practically ie in the response of 
plants to the BD preps. 
 
In 1986 there was a massive change in response. This was Chernobyl. BD 
preparations did not elicit the same response afterwards as before. So Enzo began to 
play, and potentised the preparations for the first time and saw that there was again a 
response;- radioactivity decreased by 40%. This experience set Enzo’s course for him. 
He devoted himself to potentising the preparations after the fashion of Lili Kolisko. 
 
But this raised a big problem. Homoeopathy was specialised for humans, and works a 
little for animals, but was no good for plants or minerals. So Enzo had to read more 
and invent a way of potentising the preparations for plants and minerals. That is a 
study of its own but would take us too far from today’s topic. 
 
Everything is in the agriculture course but it is encoded. These instructions have to be 
extracted from what is written like Poirot. So let us look at the overall scheme of the 
course…. 
 

Lecture 1  Silica and lime  
Lecture 2  Silica clay and lime  
Lecture 3  The 4 elements of Greece  
Lecture 4 and 5  The preparations  
Lectures 6 …  Animals, farm organism …  

 
 
Why is there this structure? ie, why a twofoldness in lecture 1, a three foldness in 
lecture 2, and fourfoldness in lecture 3, and onwards? 
 
 
Lecture one: 
Silica and lime, light and darkeness. This is the fight of Ahura Mazdao and Ahriman 
as described by Zarathustra, the father of agriculture in the old Persian epoch. The 
501 and 500 polarity is of this time. 
 
Lecture two: 
Clay joins silica and lime to bring in a three-foldness. Clay brings in the central point 
of the lemniscus between lime and silica. This three-foldness means that we can deal 
with the mediation between the poles and this is a therapeutic potential. This is the 
Egypto-chaldean period as is clearly shown by Hermes Tresmegistos. These are the 
processes of macro and microcosm, the forces of Nature. 
 
 



Lecture three: 
The plant is manifest in a fourfoldness; root, leaf, flower and seed. These are the four 
elements of the Greek philosophers. If the threefoldness shows us the processes, the 
fourfoldness of earth, water, air and fire shows us the manifestation. 
 

 
 
The question arises of what is the unity? Well, this is the old Indian epoch before 
agriculture where nourishment was given unbidden. No cultivation was required in 
this time. 
 
Lectures four and five: 
By observing this pattern we can hypothesise that the preparations are appropriate to 
the era succeeding the Greco-Roman – and this is our current 5th post-Atlantean 
period. The preparations are the crucial aspect of the agriculture of the present times. 
 
For Enzo, to invent the new preparations that are required one has to think like a 
Greek, ie in a fourfold way, and metamorphose the material this way. When I 
potentise I am Greek. 
 

 



This can be done to potentise the three process of silica, calcium and clay. But Steiner 
did not clarify the clay preparation. Why was this? Was he not bright enough? Did he 
forget? Well, probably not. Even when almost terminally ill RS was not one to make 
errors like this. So the question becomes one of wondering why RS protected this 
information. 
 
Hugo Erbe made some clay. Enzo is a huge fan of Erbe’s. 
 
If plants are ill I must think like an Egyptian – but we do not have the therapeutic 
point of input: the clay preparation. So some thoughts on the clay preparation … a 
proposition: ‘When we have sufficient moral conscience we will find this central 
part.’ RS did not want to give the agriculture course. He had to be bullied to give it. 
Rather he wanted farmers to develop the ideas themselves out of ‘Occult Sceince’. All 
those who try to make the clay preparation are booted out of the Anthroposophical 
Society! 
 
So we must go deeper if we want to develop the necessary therapeutic tools which is 
somewhat hidden in the idea of a clay preparation. …. 
 
‘Life’: we have only one word to use. The Greeks at least had two. They talked about 
life which is incarnated and which we can call Nature or biology. They called this 
‘BIOS’. But they also had a concept of life before it is incarnate, one which is free 
and which originates in the cosmos. This they call ‘ZOE’. Bios is born, lives through 
growth and metamorphosis, and then dies. Zoe gives itself and continually renews 
itself. Bios are the bound ethers and Zoe are the unbound ethers or diffuse life. Zoe 
was considered to be in a circle (Diac) in the heavens and this is the zodiac. 
 

 



 
Organic farmers don’t consider the bridge between Zoe and Bios but we must. We 
can do this ourselves with no further ado. When we pray, meditate or take the 
sacraments we make use of bridges which incarnate these forces. 
 
‘Bios becomes healthier the more it is in communication with Zoe.’ Consider the 
genius of the language: when we say we are in good shape, itself an illogical phrase, 
what does it really mean? It means that myself and my form are in harmony and when 
this happens I feel well. When I am out of sorts I don’t coincide with my form. 
 
What is this ‘form’. It is Zoe. Zoe is my form and Bios is my incarnation. This is 
something which is lurking in all languages and it has no meaning unless we can 
consider that we have two complementary parts. 
 
As farmers we need to focus on the mercurial point to incarnate Zoe. 30 years ago 
Enzo gave himself the challenge to bring maximum quality, maximum quantity and 
maximum improvement of the environment, by finding the keys to this point. 
 
He was not a farmer himself. He said to himself, ‘I am striving for quality’. To do 
this, the world tells me I must lose quantity. This was the organic message – only 
food for rich people can be grown this way. For the poor we must make cheap crap! 
 
Organic says we must respect Nature. Is this enough? Nature is ill; we have taken her 
forces, polluted, manipulated and raped her. Enzo wanted not only to be able to say 
that I have not polluted Nature but also to say that I have  brought about repair and 
improvement. His goal is quality, quantity and improvement. This can all be done 
through working on this mercurial point. RS said clay but nothing more. Enzo added 
clay to the compost heaps but this was not enough. Therefore, he had to start to be 
creative, to invent new preparations. 
 
For some the existing preparations are enough. But RS said he wanted to give three 
agriculture courses. The first course is called foundations for a renewal of agriculture. 
He did not call it the roof. We must build the house. The ground floor is the 
preparations. The course gave no information on GM, or electro magnetic fields or 
radioactivity or the instability of the weather or creeping deserts and spoiled water. 
We must build this! 
 
Now he has made 300 new preparations. He was president of Demeter and the main 
consultant but he was thrown out of the BD association. But his work is now spread 
from Greece to Peru and this ejection does not hurt anymore! 
 
So the fundamental point with which we must grapple is that there are these two types 
of life: Zoe and Bios. Zoe sustains Bios and we must come to know Zoe. We should 
know that there are 4 types of Zoe 
 
The plant grows up to the sun; it is heliocentric. And its root? Where do they grow? 
Do the grow to the centre of the Earth? No, rather they grow to the midnight sun. 



 
 
If we think of Zoe just above the fields we are not getting thr full picture. ….. 
 

 
 

A force is at its maximum before the peak of a process. So potentised 501 at dawn 
and 500 at sunset. 
 
If we once again consider using the 4 elements of the Greeks … 
 



 
 

A clay can be used in the way of Raphael (‘God heals’) or the way of Michael. An 
alchemist read the agriculture course and considered it the best the alchemical text bar 
none. There there is the via humida and the via seca – the wet and dry routes. 
 
Michael’s way is the way of the future. For instance Hegemann asked if pests could 
not be controlled by meditation. RS said, ‘of course’ but we cannot talk of this yet. 
There should be a holy day between mid Januray and Mid fenruary and if we meditate 
at this time we can stop pests. This is a therapy of consciousness and it is the way of 
Michael. It is just man and mind – very cheap and ecological! 
 
About 100 agriculturalists use Michael’s way to control pests now/ For each pest 
there are three meditations. When the sun is in Capricorn – the death pole of the year 
– this is the door for all pests going in or out. We can close this door. This is the 2nd of 
February or Candlemas. All cultures have this day from pre-columbioan south 
America to China. It is 33 days after January 1st – Mary’s day. Maria is ZOE. This is 
the eternal feminine or ISIS. We must re-establish this festival. 
 
Heat peaks at 2pm. At noon the forming forces descend. When do we weigh most? At 
night, after increasing in the evening it peaks at 2-3 am. Midnight/darkness brings 
matter. 
 
So, we can work on two out of three – quality at noon and quantity at midnight. What 
of the environment? 



 
The horizonal axis is clay. We milk at dawn and dusk. This is when blood starts 
flowing calling you out of bed. At dawn the internal processes awaken. At dusk they 
slow down. The time for purification is on this horizontal axis. This is our guide for 
improving the environment. 
 
________________ 
[COFFEE BREAK] 
 
 
Health can be seen in the skin – which in the agricultural organism is humus. Humus 
is made from a coooperations of the midday and midnight sun. Manuring is the 
organic method – BIOS – of humus production. There is a  ZOE method of humus 
production. If these work together it is great but we can make humus without 
manure!!! 
 
One of Enzo’s dreams is to stop the deserts for instance in Greece, Peru and 
Argentina. In these situations you cannot bring in organic matter. Hardly any organic 
matter and what there is is of dubious quality. 
 
RS knew of desertification, and here we need to use 500 and 501 well. We can rewrite 
lecture 2 for modern problems. 
 
To work with form RS uses honey in man. ½ a tablespoon. Any more and it becomes 
a nutrient and not a form worker. Works like 501. To work inwards use wine/grape 
juice. If you get this juice use 500 and 501, potentised and it will be very good for 
making humus. 
 
Some practical advice. When making 500 add 1 glass of grape juice to the water for 
each Ha. This will give 10 x the effect of normal 500! This was tried in Spain where 
there was complete salination of the soil – it was white with salt. Homeopathy 
assumes an organism is wise and can respond. But if the soil is so devitalised you 
have to start over. Enzo potentised 500 in nothing but grape juice. All salt disappeared 
after one treatment. Pure grape juice makes the 500 100,000 times more effective! 
Instead of a stags bladder for 502, use grape juice for a ten fold increase in efficacy. 3 
glasses per hectare over the whole farm with 501. 
 
500 is the darkness – bury in a chalky soil. In winter the etheric body of the earth goes 
down into the earth so bury horns 1200 mm down and consider the orientation. The 
satral body is 1500 mm below the surface in midwinter. But there is inadequate 
research hin biodynamics because the social hierarchy in anthroposophy is doctors, 
then artists, then farmers … 
 



 
 

Tap roots – plants drink with these 
Roots in humus – plants eat with these 
 
This is particularly important for trees. Poor root-stock gives loss of tap roots and the 
plant is lost to the nocturnal sun. Humus develops in the union of the day and night 
sun where horizontal roots develop. Which plants are to be found in this horizontal 
zone? Graminaceae. Cereals are developed from this. Grasses can develop humus but 
many have forgotten this! 
 
Homeopathy can bring this message back to the grasses. 
 
We can liken the genome to a keyboard – say there are 100 keys on the genome. 
Every plant expresses a maximum of 30 – 40% of its potential. Eg it can play the 
chord ‘carrot’ – but that leaves another 70% of the genome unused. A Brussel sprout 
can play other notes, some uniquely its own but others in common with carrot. A 
sprout can survive 15˚ frosts. We can try to enable a carrot to find this resistance 
within itself. 
 
We try to stimulate these plants to use more of their keyboard. We use homeopathy to 
remind the plant of its potential. 
 



Having done this we can guarantee we can resist frost to 5˚ below its previous 
minimum. Valerian goes down to -2˚. We added the drone bee now down to -5˚. We 
treat every two weeks or even twice a week for salads. We have achieved -13˚C for 
chichory. 
 
So we can stimulate a dormant capacity. Also resistance to drought, excess heat …. 
We can give lettuce the drought resistance of the cactus… pests, blooming, ripening, 
greater roots or leaves or flavours or sweetness. 
 
Once we have understood this logic we can be effective. 
 
With one treatment we have taken sugar beet to 22% sugar. Grapes can have a 4˚ brix 
increase. 
 
Think in threefold processes and four fold manifestations! 
 
3 + 4 is the mystery of time. 
3 x 4 is the mystery of space. 
 
The door of the sun changes time and space. ie we do not just use the standard 
potentisation method of going up and down without regard to time. One can rotate the 
remedy like Weleda do - 2 ½ minutes for a mineral remedy and 3 ½ for a remedy of 
vegetable origin. Enzo now uses 25 different kinds of space and 200 lengths of time 
when he potentises. 
 

 
 
 
If I am looking South I bring in the solar forces for the plant kingdom. If I am looking 
East I bring in the forces for the animal kingdom. 
 
After 15 years developing this Enzo has made a rye with a head 27 mm long – which 
he showed around as his ‘calling card’. 
 



Another example – we can explain to or remind wheat how to build humus. In Italiy 
there was a farm which had a soil organic matter of 0.5%. There had been no rotation 
and had grown hard wheat year after year with artificial fertilisers. The seed was 
treated to remember how to build humus. After three years without any manure (!) the 
humus was 1.8 to 1.9%. The same was done in Greece. 
 
 
When a plant dies it leaves traces 

1. Organic matter which becomes humus 
2. Seeds which fall into the humus 
3. Its form – where does this go? 

 
1 and 2 above meet and combine. Ying meets yang or as Zarathustra says the light 
meets the darkness. 
 
Form is lost as the plant dies – it drips into the soil to be fixed in the minerals. Earth 
beings/gnomes bring forth the form principle to the seed and humus. When all these 
three recombine the seed starts to swell. The protein in the seed becomes chaotic and 
life in the seed dies. As it dies something is freed and the form principle returns home 
to Zoe and returns amplified. A new life is formed from Zoe. This is not the life of the 
mother plant – it is a renewed life. 
 
For instance the lion presides over fruit trees, cancer over the ascending sap. 
 
This form principle passes through the planets and plants have affinities with different 
planets. For example grain with Venus and Sun and Leo. It gets in touch with these 
spheres both going and returning. These are fundamental moments in life – a ‘true 
fecundation’. 
 
But there is a problem – pollution and EMF slows and skews this connection. 
Therefore we have an incomplete connection between Zoe and Bios – so plants are 
not in good shape. Reductions of quality and prone to diseases. 
 
So an important task is to take seeds and seal them in a jar with seed baths. This 
reconnects them with their cosmic homes. You can also use red grape juice to 
reconnect them. Water goes into the plants and becomes juice which is then 
fermented to become wine – and a third transformation brings this to vinegar. A 
fourth settles to create the ‘mother of vinegar’ sedimentation. The last thing Jesus had 
on the cross was vinegar. 
 
A mammalian placenta is something very similar and this is Zoe to the prenatal Bios. 
 
A preparation is made from this mother of vinegar which is sprayed on this seed to 
reconnect it to Zoe. This brings faster germination, 30% increase in yield and an 
increase in quality. This is very easy and extremely economic. Economic? – from the 
very beginning Enzo has decided not to make money out of Mother Earth. For £9 you 
can treat 400 Kg of seeds. 
 
The Jar must be kept closed for 24 hours to get the message and then you sow. Chose 
the appropriate day from the agricultural calendar (not Maria thun’s). 



Up to 4 treatments can be given to each seed via seed baths. 
1. Connection to Zoe 
2. Eg – leaf enhancement 
3. Eg against drought or pests or cold 
4. Eg stimulate Nitrogen fixation (up to 10x more nitrogen) 

 
¿ Depth of horns? In Italy it is to 1.2 m deep. In India the etheric body of the earth is 
floating above the soil. Irrigation is enough to make an automatic connection to Zoe. 
In Europe this is different. Also one would have to see when bees start laying their 
eggs to know how the astral body of the earth is moving in a particular region. 
 
¿Why is grape juice so powerful? It is very mineral rich and also full of sugars. Have 
a look at lecture 3 of the agriculture course. 
 

 
 

If oxygen dominates – starch 
If carbon dominates – cellulose 
If hydrogen dominates – sugars 
 
Low in the atmosphere we have 0.5% H. IN the upper reaches this is 99% where 
hydrogen makes the connection to Zoe. It is linked to the lion and ripening. 
 
Minerals in root of vine bring the nocturnal sun and ascending sap. Descending or 
elaborated sap bring the daily sun. 
 
Sugars bring the daily sun – all in internal processes. Wine could be used but estra 
fermentation to alcohol and we lose our consciousness. 
 
¿Can we use a different juice in the UK where grapes don’t grow so well? This would 
be good UK research. Grape is  best. If you use wine boil off the alcohol and it works 
but not so well. Fortified wines (herbal for instance) is even more effective! 



If trees are older than 100 the tree above should be as the tree below. If fruit trees we 
can get poor root stock and the below ground tree is stunted. You get a quicker yield 
but the trees never gets into good form. 
 
________ 
[LUNCH] 
 
¿ You use mother of vinegar in the seed bath? Yes always this and others to give a 
different direction to the baths. 
 
Roman Llull (Spanish) philosopher and alchemist of the 13th century lived for 100 
years. Great mathematician etc. His book is easier than the agriculture course – it only 
needs to be read 30 times. ‘Trattora sur la quintessentia’. The fifth essence is the 
philosophers stone made using the mother of vinegar. It connects us with the divine. 
When God creates he takes on a feminine form – Maria, Demeter etc. Initiation is 
regeneration of ourselves or of soils and plants etc. There is a whole world in this 
mother of vinegar. 
 
So whyd is the philosophers stone in the third lecture? It is out of context – why here 
to farmers? Why not to teachers and doctors? This is because this is how Nature can 
be regenerated. 
 
___ 
 
So we want to reconnect plants. Way 1 – seed baths. Way 2 – fertilisation. RS  never 
said preps are just for the compost heap. When these plants are used as human 
medicines they work just fine. 
 
These preparations are doors between us and  the compost. 501 – daily sun. 500 – 
nightly sun. Other preparations are planetary spheres. 
 
Plants – plan(e)ts. Plants are children of the planets. RS gave whole planetary and 
zodiacal system. 
 
The organic movement has grown 100 times bigger but the biodynamic movement is 
shrinking. This is because we have made a church of RS – a dogma of preparations  
and compost, but these preparations can be used for other purposes. For example, a 
farmer had lodged soya and called Enzo who asked the farmer what preparations he 
had there. He had nettle – 504 – mars - ♂. Force and vigour. So it was dynamised for 
an hour with grape juice and sprayed and it grew up again and continued fine. 
 
So Enzo can say – without dogma – that they can be used alone out of the compost 
heap. Indeed they can be used in other interesting combinations. Eg chamomile and 
oak bark, stirred together with grape juice and sprayed when both the Sun and Moon 
are in Taurus – May. 
 
Every constellation has an ‘ambassador’ on Earth. Taurus has nitrogen. At this time – 
eg sun and Moon in Taurus we increase nitrogen. When they are in Cancer ≈ we get 
phosphorus. 
 



For this reason I suggest that soil analyses are taken in November – the death month - 
when elements are more steady. 
 
So how does this rise in nitrogen occur? There are 2 types of mineral in the soil – the 
labile and the stable mineral faction. The labile minerals can be transmuted in these 
times. In lecture 5, think about it closely, why is yarrow not characterised in Goethean 
way? Why is the plant not invited to talk to us in our inner silence? Why does he act 
the spiritual materialist and tell us about sulphur and phosphorus when he is speaking 
of yarrow? It’s absurd and materialistic – or is he talking of something higher? Yes he 
is talking of their connection with the zodiac. 
 
So think again of 503 and 505 – chamomile and oak bark stirred with grape juice. We 
can stir at this moment, or prey during this alignment, or use two times the amount of 
these preparations at other times. 
 

 
 
 
With the homeodynamic preparation Pro Nitrogen this increase is long lasting and 
double the naturally occurring boost in N. This costs €2 per ha. 
 

 
This opens up a whole new world for K, Al etc etc. 
 



Alternatively we can reduce excessive materials by closing the sun/moon 
constellation door and thus we can reduce pollution of for example arsenic, lead, 
copper, mercury etc. 
 
In the course to doctors RS said –‘What used to be done by alchemy we can now do 
with homoeopathy.’ Enzo agrees but this needs to be done with the new potentisation 
methods. 
 
For instance let us assume that we have hard water – rich in CaCO3. We take some of 
the water and heat to bring out the precipitate/deposit and we potentised this with 
some mother of vinegar. This we put in resonance with Taurus so that the carbonate 
becomes nitrogen. Thus the problematic hard water becomes a fertiliser. This we can 
and have done! With our polluted earth we feel helpless and we suffer. We say what 
can we do to heal the Earth? This is what we can do. 
 
There is another way we can do this – by trusting Zoe. We enter Zoe with our 
consciousness. This was hard for RS to bring up since he was German. RS did not 
speak much of Maria – instead he speaks of the cosmic forces. Pre Henry VIII even in 
the UK we would speak of Mary. Mary was the incarnated knowledge of the cosmic 
forces. 
 
There are two forms of Nitrogen. One is the chemical element and the other is more a 
process, nitrogen in movement. For instance nettle is high in the processes of 
nitrogen. The old name for nettle was Maria. In all languages AZOTO – an ancient 
name from when man was in touch with such things. 
UK –Name 
Latin – Nome 
Nume – God 
Our name is our individualised spirit or holy part. 
 
Azoto comes from A-ZOE and means ‘without life’. Live/dead in really active or 
inactive. So if N is ‘wthout life’ why does it make plants grow? 
 
On Earth originally the Sun and Moon and Earth were all united in one. When the Sun 
separated gold was left in the body of the earth. Nitrogen was left in the surroundings 
of the Sun. N is a door to the Sun. (which Sun? See below!)  
 
Life comes from the Sun but life is nothing if we don’t know how to use it, to ‘get’ it. 
If a plant cannot get it the surrounding life is useless. Nitrogen is the programme or 
information with which the plant takes in the surrounding life. N gives the 
information and not the fertility. Without instructions nothing happens – the workers 
skulk around with nothing to do without guidance. N is fundamental to growth 
because it brings the information. If I bring chemical N I bring the information of 
death – like a drug. In the agriculture course Steiner is tolerant but in this case he is 
strict – N must come from a living source and the nettle is the one preparation plant 
for which there is no alternative. Currently most chemical N is a precipitate from 
electrical torture of the air. 
 
Atmospheric nitrogen – 78% at ground level – is to make sure that liver cells become 
liver cells. If you walk your fields the information comes via the nitrogen. Given that 



N is the door to  solar information what kind of information do the different N-fixing 
plants bring? Eg Lucerne, alfalfa, clover, robinia pseudacorus, gorse, etc… 
 
If we know this we can plan a year ahead of time to prepare for the next crop. Around 
the roots of an old tree the N has been taken. The information has gone….. Between 
rows of apple trees we must plant peas every few years. This is companion planting 
 
Agriculture is the art of Zarathustra – which means a ‘shining star’. Z took a knife and 
made a furrow with it and sowed seeds. But in the Zend Avista there is a little detail – 
the knife had an edge of shining gold. Gold is a threshold for N and Zoe and the Sun. 
Z taught agriculture to the highest students in his school only. 
 
So which Sun is Nitrogen the door for? In the middle of the lemniscus we can work 
with Nitrogen. 
 

 
 
Sun left us with gold (AURUM – Ommmmmm) in the Earth and N around us. The 2nd 
memory of the Sun is N in the atmosphere. Nitrogen is a third sun between the other 
two. This is, therefore, a point of therapy too. 
 
BD 500 shuld be used again and again – once a week would be great if we could do it 
– to bring life to the Earth. This was RS’s last course before he died. It is an enormous 
message from RS buit rarely put into practice. It is too much to do. A problem of 
physical capacities so we must consider new ways….. 
 
____________ 
[TEA BREAK] 
 



¿ Can we really use a bottle for forgiveness? Gold connects us to the sun – our heart. 
If a field is ploughed below 500 mm we can mitigate this violence by apologising 
with gold for forgiveness – gold potentised with heart forces. This is the case even if 
ploughed many years before. 
 
There was a farm growing Aloe vera. The plantation cost £250,000. The plants were 
all sick and no one had been able to cure them. Many agronomists had come and gone 
because it was a virus and therefore incurable. The leaves were turning brown early 
and dying. Even getting out of the car there was a big impression of all this Aloe and 
the enormous greenhouse. The diagnosis was not the virus type but why it has come – 
the primary cause. The site was on a hill levelled for the greenhouse. Cut and fill. The 
site was sprayed with Gold for forgiveness and the virus departed. The water for 
irrigation was improved too using the vitaliser. 
 
When the usual 40 hour introductory course is given, about half is on the moral aspect 
of farming. For instance a 60 year old man uses the preparations but cannot take 
heavy water all around the property. He just gives a squirt here and there – but he 
talks to the angels. The most advanced way to do this is without homoeopathy, just 
with light. This is the living light of Zoe not the reflected light of Bios.  There are 16 
different types of these lights. Enzo has started working with 7 types of this lights but 
we must be clear about the types of light. For instance he had compost and wanted to 
transplant pumpkins the next day. Ideally the field needs to digest the compost first 
for a month. Enzo took the light from the West and passed it through the field and this 
helped the field to digest the compost. 
 
Old farms, the byre always had the head of the cow towards the East. The tail goes to 
the Moon for Moon forces. Which way does the Moon go around? (Can be too much 
moon influences if there is a stream around.) 
 

 
 
In barns why did the builders make such tricky windows? Why not make a simple 
square window rather than all the hard work of arches and circles. Surely these should 
be reserved for the house – which normally did have the simple square windows??? 
 



In barns the wheat would be stored in the roof space under the roof which is triangular 
and therefore in the form of the light ether. The window would be circular which is 
the typical form of the warmth ether. Together the light and warmth ether charge the 
grain with quality, an osmosis of life, like an etheric dew. 
 
Typical forms: 
 

Life ether  

Chemical ether 

Light ether 

Warmth ether 

 

 
 

Since a cow needs quantity of milk one builds in a quantative aspect to the window 
and the light so the form is as below: 
 

 
 

If you wanted to make meat rather than milk you would emphasise the astral and this 
manifests in nerves and muscle hence a triangular window would be used! 
 
There are three more ways to connect to Zoe. For example with trees 



 

\ 
 
500 mm below the tree is its vital centre Life retreats here in winter. Place a sealed 10 
ml glass bottle here and over thirty years or so it will give out its homoeopathic 
preparation to the tree connecting it to Zoe. 
 
So we might put: 

• Group soul of trees or individual principle of species 
• Pro humus  development since etheric paucity of soil around trees 
• Antiparasite to protect the entire tree 
• Tree rejuvinator which keeps old trees about 15 years younger than they are 

 
The effect only shows after the bottle has been there over the holy nights. 
 
¿What are the holy nights? 13 nights over the Christmas period. In these days all 
constellations act upon nature. 



 

 



At midnight mass we reconnect to Mary or the cosmic forces. This is a festival of 
inner experience and remembering. In the Earth the zodiac manifests through the sun 
at midnight – see RS, ‘Solar and cosmic new years day’. 
 
So Nature remembers about Aries on 24/12 – hairs and thorns. Curcubits and cereals. 
On the 25/12 she remembers everything. Our guide and we follow Jesus then. The 
soil is structured. On the 26th she remembers the twins and protection against fungi. 
On the 27th she remembers about drought resistance from Cancer. Leo comes through 
on the 28th  and all fruit trees benefit ……. 
 
On these days we spray products connected with such constellations. For example on 
the 25th we use 503 and 505 for optimal restructuring of the soil and against viruses. 
On the 28th we spray and fruit trees are reminded of what they should be. 
 
 
On the 31st two qualities of time meet. One like a clock and one coming backwards as 
the two scales. So here we get a countdown like at Houston. We make resolutions and 
celebrate. For one minute they coincide. For that one minute we can talk to the spirit 
of time – Michael – and moral requests can be realised. We can reconnect the plant to 
its memory. 
 
365/13 is 28 cycles, each of 13 days, plus one remaining. 
 
Or 365/28 – 13 cycles of 28 days. In Berlin in 1908 RS said Mans etheric body has a 
28 day cycle.  
 
So in Nature we can consider 28 cycles of 13 days and the most important of these 
cycles are the holy nights from 24th to the 5th of Jan. 6th of Jan is interesting too: 

Three kings day 
Jesus to temple for circumcision 
Baptism in the Jordan 
 

28 times 13 days. 28 times in a year we get a chance to assist plants using the 
planetary/zodiacal calendar.  
 
On the 8th/9th of September 1999 something happened. At the end of the 20th century 
there was a complete manifestation of the Christ in the etheric above the earth – the 
Perousia. “Return above the clouds” which is the etheric. This began in 1909 and 
grew stronger between 1930 and 1940. In Italy a special event happened in 1936. Anti 
forces thought he would manifest in the physical again. Hitler, the reincarnation of 
Herod, killed the Jews. When he got it that the Christ was to manifest on the etheric 
plane he committed suicide to be free to go to the etheric plane. He went across the 
Atlantic to the Manhattan project and the atomic bomb came to destroy life. The 
possibility to communicate with the Etheric has been attacked in many ways – 
radioactivity, false thoughts, consumerism, the media, adverts etc. 
 
The Mayan calendar ends on 14/12/2012. An etheric cycle of the Earth ends. Up to 
1999 the Christ had worked to make the seed of a new sun inside the Earth. Organic 
growers connect to the old BIOS. Biodynamic growers must connect to the moral 
ether. 



Christ brings us freedom. We must initiate things – ask and we shall receive. Stir and 
forces will come. In 1999 his work on earth was complete. Then he beganto work 
through the planetary system. He reaches the moon in 2003. He reaches Mercury in 
2004. He reaches Venus in 2005. 9 months later the Sun begins to change and this 
work will last 7 years and be completed on 24/12/2012. 
 
The sun is the door to all sorts of life. Agriculture will change after that day. After 
that time only the moral ether will work with life. If farmers have explained this to 
plants then their will be no problem. If not then there will be massive problems. 
 
Our intelligence is to prepare the plants for 2012 onwards by direct connection to Zoe. 
Man must do this on himself too. In Machu Pichu 10-20,000 people per day 
dematerialised all knowing this. 
 
Sun spots began their 11.4 cycle in 869 AD. This is the Sun beginning to disintegrate 
and switch off. 
 
The task of biodynamics is to prepare Nature for this passage. We are behind 
schedule. Of the 90 years we were given we have only 5 left. Our generation will see 
the end of our trees and oaks. 
 


